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Legal Secretarial Guide 

 

Legal Secretary DEANNA ROE Team FAMILY Lunch hour 12-1 

 

Practitioners Supported Working days Extension 

TIM ADEY MON - THURS 358 

CHRIS MASON  MON – FRI  231 

   

 

General Team Information 

Four secretaries.10 fee-earners.  Secretaries to answer each other’s phones when secretary not available.   

Other Helpful Information -  

Please see below current charge our rates (exclusive of GST): 

TSA - $410.00 AND $510 for Court/conference attendances 

CWM - $470 

None of my practitioners offer first appointments free or at a discounted rate.   
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My Desk 

Law clerks do our filing when they can but I try to sort it for them.  My filing tray and concertina are to my left.  Carol, Tim and Chris all have 
filing trays as well so best to clear them before clerks file.   

Brief tray is to my right on a shelf.  Briefs to be updated when we can or when Court is due.   

Double trays to my left are for my use and hold general documentation for billing etc.  

 
 

Regular Daily Tasks 

Morning Time sheets are usually entered as soon as possible for both TSA and CWM.  Timesheets (pink) are kept in trays to 
my left.  Costings are kept in my tray to the left.  If you need assistance with timesheets, Carol can do them or show 
you.   

Mail to be scanned into LawMaster and given to Tim or Chris.   

Diarise Court (in TSA’s calendar) dates that are in Orders or on correspondence and keep a separate list to give to 
Carol/myself on return. 

Afternoon Scanning and sending of signed correspondence before mail (if any) collection at 4.15. 

Throughout the day Keep an eye on Big hand dictations and any mail that comes in. 
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Practitioner name - Tim Adey 

File location/s Files are located in filing wall behind Carol. 

Trays Tim’s trays are to the left of his office. 

1. Mail for Signing 
2. Filing  
3. Perusal. 

Tray procedures Keep an eye on the Tray No. 1 for any mail to go out by the end of the day.  If TSA hasn’t signed, put on his chair for 
his attention.  

TSA will place filing in Tray 2.  We to collect and put with our filing. 

Tim will then sign letters and bring them out and place in tray to Carol’s left. 

Message taking All calls are to go through the secretary.  Check with TSA to see if he wants the call or to take a message.  If taking a 
message, do not email it through.  Enter on Law Master through Workbench, print and give to TSA or place on his 
keyboard. 

Appointments and 
room bookings 

Secretary to make all appointments with the appropriate conference room.  Preferably Meeting Room 5.  Allow 2 hours 
for Court appointments, 1 ½ hours for new clients (or as advised by TSA) and generally 1 hour for existing clients in 
person and telephone appointments.  

Documents and 
dictation 

Both TSA and CWM dictate.  They will fill out a pink time sheet with the name of the file for typing and costing. 

Once typed, cost the letter on the time sheet and place in double tray to your left for costing in due course.   

Place the typed letter or document in Tray 1 in TSA’s room or on his chair for urgent attention. 

Highlight any concerns with yellow highlighting to ensure TSA can see them and print with draft watermark. 

Email access We are to check all of TSA’s emails, prints, costs and file them in Law Master.  Carol and myself have access to TSA’s 
and CWM’s emails.   

Electronic and paper 
filing 

We email the majority of the correspondence to the clients.  Original orders or documents for signing are also sent by 
post (or express if urgent). 

Once emailed, stamp and date emailed and then place the letter in my filing tray ready for collating. 
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Billing First ensure all timesheets are entered, then, before end of the month (5 days prior or thereabouts), print billing guides.  
Go through the guides and highlight any large figures or queries for TSA’s attention.  Once TSA has signed them, 
prepare bills in the usual way, checking for extra WIP where you will just need to print another guide.  We email all the 
invoices to the clients only. 

File creation Files created in usual way. 

Commonly used 
precedents  

Family Law Soft docs for precedents. 

 

 

 

 

 

General Matter 
numbers 

 

Other helpful 
information 

Keep an eye on any invoices from third parties that come in via email or the post.  These invoices are to be paid by the 
clients and will be put onto the system as an anticipated disbursement and then billed to the client. 
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Practitioner name- Christopher Mason  

File location/s Files are located in filing wall behind Carol. 

Trays In tray to the left when you walk in his room. 

Tray procedures Place all typed correspondence/documents in Chris’s in tray.  Chris will then sign letters and bring them out and place 
in tray to Carol’s left. 

Message taking You can email through any phone messages to Chris. 

Appointments and 
room bookings 

Secretary to make all appointments with the appropriate conference room.  Preferably Room 5.  Allow 2 hours for Court 
appointments, 1 ½ hours for new clients (Chris often sits in with TSA with new clients) and generally 1 hour for existing 
clients in person and telephone appointments. 

Documents and 
dictation 

Both TSA and CWM dictate.  They will fill out a pink time sheet with the name of the file for typing and costing. 

Once typed, cost the letter on the time sheet and place in the time sheet tray to my left.  

Place the typed letter or document in Tray 1 in TSA’s room or on his chair for urgent attention. 

Place Chris’ typing in tray to your left when you walk in his room or if urgent, on his chair.  

Highlight any concerns with yellow highlighting to ensure TSA and/or CWM can see them and print with draft 
watermark. 

Email access Chris checks all of his emails. 

Electronic and paper 
filing 

We email the majority of the correspondence to the clients.  Original orders or documents for signing are also sent by 
post (or express if urgent). 

Once emailed, stamp and date emailed and then place the letter in my filing tray ready for collating. 

Billing First ensure all timesheets are entered, then, before end of the month (5 days prior or thereabouts), print billing guides.  
Chris will go through his billing guides himself. 

File creation Files created in usual way. 
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Commonly used 
precedents  

Family Law Soft docs for precedents. 

 

 

 

 

 

General Matter 
numbers 

 

Other helpful 
information 
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Legal Secretarial Guide 

 

Legal Secretary DEANNA ROE Team FAMILY Lunch hour 12-1 

 

Practitioners Supported Working days Extension 

TIM ADEY MON - THUS 358 

CHRIS MASON  MON – FRI  231 

   

 

Plan for floaters when DKR on leave  

Tim’s filing to be placed in concertina files ready for Danny to file. Chris’ filing to be placed in concertina files which are in his room ready for 
Danny to file.  Floater to assist with filing if necessary.   

Floater to have access to Tim and Chris’ emails.  Emails are to be printed and entered on a pink sheet ready for costing (see attached).  Once 
printed, drag into relevant LawMaster matter.  Give all mail and pink sheets to Carol.  

Carol will type all of Tim’s dictations unless advised by her.   

Chris’s dictations can be typed.  Collect pink slips in Carol’s tray (see attached).  Short letters can be printed in final form, long letters to be 
emailed to Chris.  

All signed correspondence to be scanned and emailed/posted to the relevant parties in Tim and/or Chris’ names.  Print all email receipts. 

Check Brief tray for Briefs that are to be updated.     

Other Helpful Information -  

Please see below current charge our rates (exclusive of GST): 

TSA - $410.00 AND $510 for Court/conference attendances 

CWM - $470 

None of my practitioners offer first appointments free or at a discounted rate.   

 


